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About This Game

Mindless Running - it's a classic runner with story mode. Explore a randomly-generated world while listening to a unique
soundtrack.

Our hero will have to go off on a dangerous journey, go through thick and thin, overcome hardships and obstacles to get to his
Granny (who has baked his favourite Pedigree snacks for her beloved grandson ). Due to player needs motivation, during the

journey the lives of the hero and his friends will be permanently in danger. See if you can take that!

Despite a chosen difficulty level it will always be hard as HELL! Test yourself and complete a number of challenging levels to
enjoy to the full one of the main features of the game - its system of narrative dialogues in the spirit of modern role-playing

AAA projects with a shade of delicate irony.

Earn as many points as possible while playing normal game mode to unlock Steam achievements! There are no ratings and best
scores in Mindless Running - you're too unique and it's no need for anyone to know your results. Anyway you are the smartest

and the hottest here.
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Title: Mindless Running
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Quiet River
Publisher:
Quiet River
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,Russian
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This is a really hard game to review. It's definitely niche. If you like trading games and you like sailing ship games, you'll like
Patrician 3. Even a single plathrough can take weeks of real time to make any progress. The worst part is that you won't even
realize that time is passing until day turns to night turns to day again and you're tired and hungry.. pointless game. Happy I
refunded.. All those Porsches mmm.. Am i playing NFS Porsche Unleashed 2017?. wont let me in the game any more it just
shows a black screen now. This is a great 'old school' platformer, reminds me of lots of great games from my childhood, but
with better graphics. This game is hard, but that\u2019s the point. It\u2019s amazing that this is the first game this studio has
released, can\u2019t wait to see what else they can do.. i played this game when i was young and ive gotta say nothing
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Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a top down shooter with objectives and fun arcade action. (The first person screenshots are
from a cheat or something I can't remember). The steel storm games are an episodic series. There are only two of them soo far
and this one includes both. The first one isn't nearly as good as the second but they are both still a romping good time! This
game also has a co-op mode so you can go through the story with buddies. It is also controller enabled which is nice! I recomend
this game, especially at its price point. ~PR0XIDIAN. ive only been playing for 2 hours and i love it already. if your a sao fan id
say get it for sure. Uhm..okay. I've only played this for like an hour but let's see.

Bad: Animations are somewhat weird, combat is clunky and bad movement options only make it worse, really ♥♥♥♥♥♥
camera angles which wont allow you look around to even search for hints etc. Voice acting..ugh..nah..

Good: Garshasp hair is always waving around like there's wind blowing constantly. They look like theres some snakes on top of
his head.

In the other hand: If you are high and/or drunk and don't find anything else to do this may be  fun   playable for few hours.. As
it is I can't recommend it.

This will probably change as the game progresses.

This game has issues... beginning with the tutorial.
In the first mission I managed to put the two parts right next to each other ... only one block apart ... too bad that they are bigger
than one block .... and so they generated phantom forces making the ship spin out of control.

Yeah it is bad in a tutorial* ... but in the real game is devastating.

*= which has also the issue that it only shows the buttons that you are allowed to use instead of graying them out. That lead (in
my case) to a total confusing start in the real game.

Same in the 2nd tutorial ... it is a bit awkward to be shown rockets on the side and later not to know that isn't possible ... and the
unlink function is disabled (aka. completely missing).

There is also the issue of the camera angle ... everything in this game with this gameplay screams "I am meant to play top down"
but the camera won't let you (probably a objection from the artist: "but think about all those great 3D models") ... leaving your
ship in the way all the time.

The other not great thing is that ship parts towed by your crew can be towed through your ship ... which should be changed in
later versions so that is moved under or above your ship. ... That shouldn't be too hard.

The game ends up starting throwing you unprepared in middle of literally one million things from what are more than enough
enemies.

The circumstance that you have to do one million things and that there is no way to slow it down seems to me as preperation for
making it multiplayer. But multiplayer can lead to all sorts of problems in this kind of game.

So what I am missing is a third part of the tutorial in which is everything present, but no enemies ... so that you really can learn
how to build and how to use the UI.

Or at least an easy mode for the game ... a "slow" start (in which you won't encounter enemies for at least a while after starting
the game) would also do.

. Depending on your patience and skill, this is a surprisingly short game. If you enjoy either supporting indies or playing
kusoges, go for it. Otherwise, I cannot recommend this.

While this is a Touhou fan game, difficulty is not a large part of the game; all the difficulty is provided by the mechanics.
Marisa feels so heavy in her jumps and horizontal movement, and some areas are so poorly done, it's not even your fault if you
can't make it past. Anything you have to climb doesn't leave you on top of it, you must jump out of whatever you're on or your
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position will be lower as though your climbing and you can't walk off. Sometimes even if you're at the top, you will be stuck,
and must gain momentum to jump out of what your climbing. The birds and paper planes section is the worst; because of the
strange climbing and jumping, I was often stuck in the bird and my jumps were always weak to jump off it, while being pushed
off.
Honestly, the "easy" route is more difficult than the "hard" route, which still isn't saying much.
It's also incredibly difficult to see where you start in each new room at first, and there are no options. (The game is only
fullscreen.)

Story was funny, no problems with it.

While I don't recommend this game, I would still like to see something more polished by the dev.. cool game would recommend
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